Regular expressions [10] were then defined to capture the various forms of citation contained in the simple XML files. This task was complicated by (a) the Supreme Court's use, during its earlier days, of different forms of citation and (b) the original database creator's occasional inconsistency in marking up citations with his own identifying flags. Two examples of these regular expressions follow. The group of all these regular expressions, along with the XML elements into which each was to be transformed, was set forth in a list called report2fullxmlrules.
Extraction of citation information from the database tests the capabilities of regular expressions. In general, a citation to a Supreme Court opinion takes the following form: a three digit volume number, U.S., an optional alternative volume designation for older versions, and a reference to the page of the volume on which the opinion begins (the base page). Thus, "326 U.S. 434" or "68 U.S. (5 How.) 116" would both be syntactically correct citations. (For a basic exposition of U.S. citation forms, see en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:Search/Court_citation.)
Simple extraction of such information from the database via StringCases will prove overinclusive and underinclusive, however. It will prove overinclusive because some citations of this form ("@cert. denied,@ 535 U.S. 1091") are in fact citations to something known as "denials of certiorari," which are generally terse explanations that the Supreme Court will not hear a particular case. These denials of certiorari are themselves understandably not included in the underlying database, hence permitting a link to them would cause serious problems of closure. Additionally page break information within the opinions has been denoted by encapsulating something that looks like a Supreme Court citation with the tag Á. The compiler of the database generally (though not always) added some markup near such citations so that we see things like "@ªAnderson v. Celebrezze,@ 460 U.S. 780 <L=|460 U.S. 794|>794-95 ." This makes the process overinclusive (and creates the possibility of double counting). The regular expression that follows captures this sort of notation. The process is underinclusive because in older Supreme Court opinions the citations encapsulate the name of the private contractor publishing the works (sometimes abbreviated) between the volume and page number.
The following principles were therefore implemented in the extraction of citation information. If a marked-up link was found, it was extracted. If a Supreme Court citation was found that was not preceded by a character suggesting a denial of certiorari and not followed by a marked-up link string, it was extracted. And, finally, legacy citation strings were extracted.
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The following principles were therefore implemented in the extraction of citation information. If a marked-up link was found, it was extracted. If a Supreme Court citation was found that was not preceded by a character suggesting a denial of certiorari and not followed by a marked-up link string, it was extracted. And, finally, legacy citation strings were extracted. The command report2fullxml then used report2fullxmrule to translate each of the simple XML files into a more complex XML file matching a schema set forth in allcases290.xml (see Additional Material).
report2fullxmls_String : ImportStringStringReplaces, report2fullxmlrules, "SymbolicXML" XMLElement"segment", attribs_List, body_List  XMLElement"segment", attribs, Casesbody, _XMLElement A typical physically bound volume of the United States Reports, which will cover all or a portion of a Supreme Court term, might thus now be reduced to something like this (in which the ellipsis represents text deleted to permit a compact representation).
usreport vol'134' case segment segmentname'datasegment'  ftHans v. Louisiana, 134 U.S. 1 1890ft cg cgi134 U. S. 1cgi cgicontract impairmentcgi cgicontracts cgi cgieleventh amendmentcgi cgifederal question jurisdictioncgi cgiimmunitycgi cgijurisdiction cgi cgisovereign immunitycgi cgistatescgi cg  ctHans v. Louisiana, 134 U.S. 1 1890ct yendataHans v. Louisianayendata yendataNo. 4yendata yendataArgued and submitted January 22, 1890yendata yendataDecided March 3, 1890yendata yendata134 U.S. 1yendata segment  segment segmentname'syll ' cite vol2vol page419 page cite segment segment segmentname\n\nsegment segmentname'leadopblatchford ' cite vol45vol  page503page cite cite vol67vol page715 page cite cite vol74vol page299page cite  cite vol88vol page178page cite cite vol 88vol page183page cite cite vol88vol  page616page cite cite vol91vol page587 page cite cite vol103vol page651page  cite cite vol109vol page522page cite  cite vol127vol page589page cite cite  vol98vol page61page cite cite vol111 vol page505page cite segment caseusreport 504 Seth J. Chandler
From XML to Edges
The final major step in preparing the network was to convert the citation information contained in the complex XML files into the directed "edges" (arcs) of a directed graph.
This step likewise had its own subtleties. First, to varying degrees over the history of the Supreme Court, opinions have been adorned with a syllabus prepared by a reporter that attempts to summarize the case and may contain citation information but that is not considered part of the canonical case report. Citations contained in the syllabus segment of the opinion (along with a "datasegment" we created to hold "metadata" on the opinion) thus had to be discounted. The XML2cites function illustrates how SymbolicXML was manipulated by the Cases command and pattern recognition to permit this extraction of only pertinent citation information.
XML2citesx_ : MapCasesDeleteCases#, XMLElement"segment", Alternatives "segmentname"  "datasegment", "segmentname"  "syll", "segmentname"  "syll ", ___, ___, 2, XMLElement"cite", , XMLElement"vol", , vol_, XMLElement"page", , page_  FromDigitsToExpression  vol, page, 10000, 4 &, Casesx, XMLElement"case", ___, 3
Second, an authoritative definition of each case had to be developed because these cases would serve as the nodes of the network. The XML2caseid function again shows Mathematica's use of SymbolicXML and pattern matching to extract the citation string. The caseid2int function shows Mathematica's use of regular expressions to convert this string into a (hopefully unique) seven-digit number. We can now write a function XML2Arcs that, with the help the auxiliary XML2int function, takes a SymbolicXML representation of a complex XML file and creates a list of citations. The citations take the form of a unique representation of each case to a page of some other case. The following code illustrates how rapidly XML2Arcs works, as well as its output.
The variable xmldatabasedirectory is used throughout the notebook. Users of this notebook will have to reset this variable in order to accommodate their own systems. It should also be noted that key expressions generated in this notebook (such as arcs, fullcasenames, and so on) that may take time to regenerate may be written to a file using the Put command.
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xmldatabasedirectory  ToFileName$HomeDirectory, "Databases", "USSCISI", "XML"; allxmlfiles  FileNames".xml", xmldatabasedirectory; TimingShortXML2ArcsImport xmldatabasedirectory  "\\allcases381.xml", "SymbolicXML", 3 The XML2Arcs function was mapped over all complex XML files in the database to create a list of approximately 500,000 citations, which was stored in a file.
The third subtlety is that the citation information contained in the underlying case reports, the complex XML files derived from them, and the edges derived from XML2Arcs point to pages of various volumes of the United States Reports. But pages are not the desired nodes of the relevant graph. Rather, the desired nodes are the cases themselves. Thus, a mapping had to be developed between a page citation and a citation to one of these cases. The mapping needs to be fast due to the huge volume of citations that may need to be processed.
The fastest method we discovered (four orders of magnitude swifter than any alternative, including use of the RangeLists command) was inspired by a note in the advanced documentation for regular expressions, which states that there are cases where it is advantageous to translate a normal expression-matching problem to a string-matching problem. The concept, illustrated here with a very simple example, was to add a delimiter "a" to the pages of all the starting pages of cases and a delimiter "b" to all citations. We then sort the joinder of the thusdelimited starting and citation pages, convert each item in the resulting twodimensional list to a string, flatten the list, and perform a StringJoin operation. We then find all instances that match the regular expression consisting of numbers followed by a, followed by anything except a, followed by numbers, and followed by b. These represent, in a fashion, all the citations that cite to the starting page of a case.
With the StringSplit command, it then becomes a relatively simple matter to map each citation page to its base page. This can all be combined into a single page2startingpage function. The stunning speed of this approach is demonstrated on our problem, which involves 27,037 cases and 493,147 arcs. 
Alternatives of the Full Database
The bulk of the work in preparing the network for analysis is now complete. There remain, however, a few minor tasks. A graph produced from this list of citations would be multiply connected. However, it is often useful and faster to work with a simple network. We thus eliminate the multiple edges. The result is a list containing a little over a quarter million citations.
DeleteRepetitionsX_ : Blockt, tn_ : tn  Sequence; n; t  X Lengthuniquerealarcs  DeleteRepetitionsrealarcs
258819
A second set of issues involves mistakes in the database. Neither the Supreme Court nor the individuals creating the original database are perfect. They occasionally transpose digits or simply miscite other opinions. While no algorithm is likely to be capable of spotting (let alone fixing) all these errors, we can at least spot instances in which a case purports to cite a case written well in the future. Given the inordinate amount of labor it would take to correct these erroneous citations, and given my judgment that the retention of unreformed erroneous citations would be worse than their deletion, a small program was written to delete them from the database.
A third set of issues involves bidirectional links. On occasion, judicial opinions issued closely in time cite each other. While these bidirectional links are permissible in a directed graph, they are impermissible in a simple undirected graph. Since, on occasion, it is the undirected graph that needs to be studied, these bidirectional links had to be flagged and, as appropriate, removed.
A third set of issues involves bidirectional links. On occasion, judicial opinions issued closely in time cite each other. While these bidirectional links are permissible in a directed graph, they are impermissible in a simple undirected graph. Since, on occasion, it is the undirected graph that needs to be studied, these bidirectional links had to be flagged and, as appropriate, removed. Networks based on legal source material tend to be large. A court may issue thousands of opinions with many more thousands of links. Indeed, Smith reports in his work that a leading database of federal and state cases contains more than four million cases. A statute or legal code may contain thousands of nodes such as its sections, paragraphs, and subparagraphs. Often such codes contain thousands more cross references. It thus becomes important to have a toolkit available capable of handling large networks. This section of the article describes the building of that toolkit. Again, those with a predominant focus on the implications of all this for an understanding of the law may wish to forge swiftly ahead to the next section.
· The Problem with Exclusive Use of Mathematica
Much as we might like to use Mathematica as the primary vehicle for analysis on such large network problems, that desire is challenged by the difficulty of Combinatorica [11] , its leading network analysis package, in ubiquitously scaling to networks of this size. While some of the routines contained in the Combinatorica package designed for analysis of networks perform adequately, others do not scale well to large graphs; still others (including simple functions such as InDe grees) simply crash the kernel. Moreover, although Combinatorica indeed contains a rich library of network analysis functions, it lacks some of the more recently developed algorithms in the field, including those for computing various importance measures.
· The Packages
We therefore created a set of three packages (see the GraphTheory folder in Additional Material) that permit Mathematica to serve as the hub of a network connecting its own graph structures to three alternative methodologies: (1) JUNG`, a lengthy package that interacts with JUNG, a software library that provides a common and extensible language for the modeling, analysis, and visualization of data that can be represented as a graph or network; (2) Pajek( "spider"), a package that exports to and imports from the simple CSV-like file format used by Pajek, a Windows-based public domain program (vlado.fmf.unilj.si/pub/networks/pajek) that appears to have gained some traction among network analysts; and (3) GraphML`, a package that exports to and imports from files written in a species of XML known as GraphML, which is used by a variety of programs.
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Additional Material) that permit Mathematica to serve as the hub of a network connecting its own graph structures to three alternative methodologies: (1) JUNG`, a lengthy package that interacts with JUNG, a software library that provides a common and extensible language for the modeling, analysis, and visualization of data that can be represented as a graph or network; (2) Pajek( "spider"), a package that exports to and imports from the simple CSV-like file format used by Pajek, a Windows-based public domain program (vlado.fmf.unilj.si/pub/networks/pajek) that appears to have gained some traction among network analysts; and (3) GraphML`, a package that exports to and imports from files written in a species of XML known as GraphML, which is used by a variety of programs. Figure 1 illustrates the functionality provided by these three packages. JUNG` is labeled in blue, GraphML` is labeled in green, and Pajek` is labeled in red. 
JUNG
The JUNG` package provides access to the JUNG libraries. This package requires the user to have previously downloaded the relevant Java archives (JAR files) from jung.sourceforge.net and placed them in a local directory. It also requires the user to download several needed dependent Java archives, such as XML parsers, according to the directions provided at that site. With these libraries in place, the JUNG` package leverages J/Link to permit access to JUNG algorithms and data structures from within Mathematica. In particular, it permits the Mathematica user to convert a Combinatorica graph object into a JUNG graph object suitable for analysis using various JUNG algorithms-all without leaving the Mathematica environment. The user can likewise take a JUNG graph object and convert it back into a Combinatorica graph object. files) from jung.sourceforge.net and placed them in a local directory. It also requires the user to download several needed dependent Java archives, such as XML parsers, according to the directions provided at that site. With these libraries in place, the JUNG` package leverages J/Link to permit access to JUNG algorithms and data structures from within Mathematica. In particular, it permits the Mathematica user to convert a Combinatorica graph object into a JUNG graph object suitable for analysis using various JUNG algorithms-all without leaving the Mathematica environment. The user can likewise take a JUNG graph object and convert it back into a Combinatorica graph object.
Here are some illustrations of the functionality provided by the package. First, we load JUNG`, which in turn loads various Java classes and various Mathematica packages such as Combinatorica. (Readers may need to alter $Path to accommodate their own placement of the relevant packages.)
SeedRandom102257
WithjungPath  ToFileName$InstallationDirectory, "AddOns", "Applications", "GraphTheory", IfNotMemberQ$Path, jungPath, AppendTo$Path, jungPath; Needs"JUNG'" Second, we create an edge-weighted and vertex-labeled random graph using basic Combinatorica commands. Then we convert the Combinatorica graph into a JUNG graph object.
0.312487 Second, «JavaObjectedu.uci.ics.jung.graph.impl.DirectedSparseGraph »
As the following code shows, the converted JUNG graph object has the same number of vertices and edges, the same edges and edge weights, and the same vertex labels as the Combinatorica graph from which it derives. We can convert the JUNG graph back into a Combinatorica graph and confirm that the result of this round trip is visually the same and isomorphic to the original graph. Once the graph has been converted to a JUNG graph object, we can use J/Link to access the considerable JUNG library of graph algorithms on a more custom basis. Here, for example, we show how we might compute the "betweenness centrality" of the various nodes of the graph-a topic discussed further in The Most Between Cases section. IsomorphicQ The The following graphic illustrates some of the possibilities for analysis facilitated by this link to Pajek. Here, for example, we show a diagram produced by Pajek (and exported in encapsulated PostScript). Pajek has taken a graph exported by Mathematica, embedded it using the Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm and labeled the vertices. The GraphML` package uses Mathematica's SymbolicXML capabilities to permit users to export Combinatorica graphs into a species of XML known as GraphML, which is used by some network analysis and visualization programs as a storage medium. GraphML files can likewise be imported back into Mathematica as Combinatorica graphs.
Needs"GraphML'" ShallowGraph2SymbolicXMLrg, 6 The following code shows that basic information is not lost in a round trip from a Mathematica graph to a SymbolicXML representation.
IsomorphicQSymbolicXML2GraphGraph2SymbolicXMLrg, rg
True ‡ Characteristics of the Supreme Court Network
The variety of tools now in place permits a multi-pronged rudimentary probe of the structure of the Supreme Court network. The efforts shown here are not, it should be emphasized, anything approaching an exhaustive analysis, but simply a proof of concept along with an exposition of several initial findings.
We can create a Pajek network file that represents our database. Assuming the particular machine on which this process is implemented can accommodate a large Java heap, we can also read it back in as a JUNG graph object. The process takes less than a minute. 
· Density
The density of a network is the number of edges it contains divided by the number of edges a completely connected network could contain. We calculate density using both JUNG and Mathematica. The Supreme Court network has a very low density of about 0.0007, reflecting the fact that only 258,047 of the theoretically possible 365 million possible citations exist.
· Degree Distribution
The degree of a node in a network is the number of connections it contains to other nodes in the network. The following graphic shows the distribution of degrees in our Supreme Court database using in degree exceedance: the x-axis shows the number of citations to a case and the y-axis shows the number of cases for which the number of citations to it equals or exceeds the value on the x-axis. (This method of analysis avoids binning problems that potentially plague alternative methods.) The larger black dots show the results for our Supreme Court database.
This plot, with a significant upward bowing, does not correspond with the downward sloping straight line that we would expect to see were the distribution taken from a power distribution, such as that generated by a scale-free network.
Neither does it correspond well to what we would expect to see were the distribution taken from a normal distribution, which is roughly what we would see if the distribution were generated by a truly random graph.
However, one distribution that does match quite well the sort of exceedance found in the Supreme Court database is a Weibull Distribution (‰
, which measures the lifetime of an object before it fails. The little gray points on the plot show what we would expect to see resulting from a Weibull distribution. As we can see, it is a pretty close match, suggesting that perhaps the number of citations to a case is simply a function of its intellectual longevity and that cases fail much in the same manner as mechanical parts. We can also look at a correlation between in degree and out degree in the Supreme Court network. We see modest correlation, suggesting that the number of cases an opinion cites may be a proxy for the importance of the case, as well as for the territory covered by the case, both of which would increase the probability that a subsequent case would cite it. 
· Clustering
We can use JUNG conveniently to figure out how clustered the Supreme Court network is. The following code, which takes upwards of a minute to execute, creates a set of clusters. We can also determine the k-radius clustering coefficient for the undirected version of the graph. We do so by taking a sample of vertices in the network and dividing, for each vertex, the number of edges in the subgraph induced on a k-radius neighborhood of that vertex with the number of edges (vHv -1L ê 2, where v is the number of vertices in that neighborhood) that would exist in a complete graph impressed on that k-radius neighborhood. We then take the We can also determine the k-radius clustering coefficient for the undirected version of the graph. We do so by taking a sample of vertices in the network and dividing, for each vertex, the number of edges in the subgraph induced on a k-radius neighborhood of that vertex with the number of edges (vHv -1L ê 2, where v is the number of vertices in that neighborhood) that would exist in a complete graph impressed on that k-radius neighborhood. We then take the average of these quotients to approximate the clustering coefficient for the entire graph. All of this can be done within Mathematica, albeit somewhat slowly.
When these experiments are done, they tend to yield clustering coefficients that have medians and means in the 0.3 to 0.4 range. This suggests that the scope of many cases is sufficiently narrow and the court's research ability is sufficiently high that most related cases are able to "communicate" with each other. We can also test whether clustering has changed over the years. The linear regression shows that the sequence number of the case (a proxy for age) accounts for only about 1% of the variation in clustering coefficients. And while, technically, sequence number has a statistically significant negative coefficient, the effect is awfully small. It is fair to say, then, that clustering has not changed dramatically over the years. 
· Node Centrality Measures
We can use our set of tools to study the importance of various Supreme Court decisions, as determined simply from the connectivity information in a way unaffected (and unbiased) by the contents of the decisions. 341  265  214  210  195  194  190  190  177  168  166  165  165  163  160  157  155  154  153  150 The Most Connected Cases (the Kevin Bacon Game Applied to Law) We can use Pajek (with Pajek network files created by Mathematica) to play what is sometimes called the Kevin Bacon game on the Supreme Court network. (The original Kevin Bacon game is described more fully at en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ Special:Search/Six_Degrees_of_Kevin_Bacon ). To do this, we compute the "geodesic" between each node (case) and each other node to which it is connected. By geodesic, network theorists mean the shortest path between two nodes in the same way that on earth a geodesic is the shortest path between two points on the surface. There are a couple of ways to measure closeness, but a typical one is to compute the total length of geodesics between each node and each other node to which it is connected and then to divide that sum by the
The Most Cited Cases
" between each node (case) and each other node to which it is connected. By geodesic, network theorists mean the shortest path between two nodes in the same way that on earth a geodesic is the shortest path between two points on the surface. There are a couple of ways to measure closeness, but a typical one is to compute the total length of geodesics between each node and each other node to which it is connected and then to divide that sum by the number of vertices in the network. The following table, which is the result of Pajek churning through the data for close to an hour, shows the most central Supreme Court decisions among the large group of weakly connected cases. The network was converted into an undirected one prior to the analysis. Again, these tend to be cases that are well known. The only decision from the past 40 years on the list is Seminole Tribe of Florida v. Florida, a 1996 decision limiting the power to bring lawsuits against state governments. The Most Between Cases A related measure of importance frequently used in this field is betweenness. Just as various sites or routes lie on multiple earth geodesics with varying probability-Reykjavik, Iceland lies roughly on many geodesics flown by air traffic; Perth, Australia lies on much fewer-so too various nodes and edges on a network will lie on geodesics with varying probability. The intuition is that the nodes or edges that lie on the highest proportion of network geodesics are the most important purveyors of information due to the assumed proclivity of information to flow by the fastest route available. Cases with high betweenness serve as a communications hub that facilitates the transmission of ideas. Edges with high betweenness are vitally accelerating the transmission of ideas, too.
The following chart, generated using Pajek, shows the most between cases and citations in the Supreme Court database. Interestingly, it is a compendium largely of what we might call structural cases, involving issues such as the allocation of power between the federal government and the states, the separation of federal power among the executive, legislative, and judicial branches, or the appropriate role for precedent itself. Most of these cases would be well known to American constitutional experts and indeed comprise a significant part of the curriculum in courses in the area of federal jurisdiction. An experiment sometimes conducted on networks is to discover their main core. To do so, we start removing nodes that have fewer than some number (k) of connections to other nodes in the network. When we do this, we find, however, that we must iteratively repeat the procedure because, after the first pass, there may have been some cases that had k + m connections but, of those, more than m were removed in an earlier pass. By the time this procedure hits a fixed point, each case in the resulting network will be connected to at least k other cases in the resulting network. As we start increasing k, we get a set of cases that are increasingly well cited and increasingly interdependent. And we can see how high k can go before the network disappears altogether. This maximum value of k induces what is sometimes known as the main core of a network. The following An experiment sometimes conducted on networks is to discover their main core. To do so, we start removing nodes that have fewer than some number (k) of connections to other nodes in the network. When we do this, we find, however, that we must iteratively repeat the procedure because, after the first pass, there may have been some cases that had k + m connections but, of those, more than m were removed in an earlier pass. By the time this procedure hits a fixed point, each case in the resulting network will be connected to at least k other cases in the resulting network. As we start increasing k, we get a set of cases that are increasingly well cited and increasingly interdependent. And we can see how high k can go before the network disappears altogether. This maximum value of k induces what is sometimes known as the main core of a network. The following code implements this procedure. We can also examine the Markov Centrality of each of the cases in the main core. The Markov Centrality of a node in a network is simply the probability that we would end up at that node after taking a random walk on the network. It can be computed using the eigenvectors of the transition matrix created by the graph. Here is a list of the 10 most central cases in the main core of Supreme Court jurisprudence, using the Markov Centrality measure. Our supposition is that, because of the high degree of connectivity in the free speech field, changes in doctrine produced by new cases are particularly influential and may create considerable disequilibrium in the jurisprudential system, much in the same way that a new disease is likely to produce a more prolonged and extensive disequilibrium state of public health in a highly connected community than in some isolated pocket of the world. This high degree of interdependence provides scientific support for the notion that the law of free speech is particularly complex. ‡ Conclusion
· What We Can Learn About Network Analysis of the Law
This exploration delivers several valuable findings. First, it confirms that analysis of the sizeable works of a court as a form of large networks is now possible using modern computers [12] . Second, it shows how network analysis can refine our understanding of the seamless web to which the law is often analogized. The Supreme Court network is a large and intricately tangled web, to be sure, but deep within there is structure that our mathematical probes can now discern. Measures such as betweenness, closeness, and Markov Centrality help us find the cases that lie at the core of a judicial system. Measures such as clustering enable us to understand the degree of interdependence of cases that comprise the database. And notions such as that of a main core help identify areas that are particularly complex.
We also return with several specific preliminary findings about American law and its leading court. Although, precisely because networks are intricate creatures, these findings must be re-examined as the database is perfected. It appears that structural cases involving the role of the federal courts appear to lie quite literally at the core of Supreme Court jurisprudence. These older structural cases lie closer to other cases than do those in competing bodies of jurisprudence, and they appear more important in the transmission of information across the network as to the rules of the law. Cases involving the power of the federal government to regulate commerce also appear critical. The law governing rights of free speech and association is one in which the density of the seamless web is greatest, in which the reductionism occasioned by study of a single case is most likely to mislead as to the functioning of the legal organism. In this area, the level of interconnection among cases is extraordinarily high. Reinterpretations of a particular case are likely to reverberate significantly throughout a complex system, making the area particularly difficult for scholars who would like an structural cases involving the role of the federal courts appear to lie quite literally at the core of Supreme Court jurisprudence. These older structural cases lie closer to other cases than do those in competing bodies of jurisprudence, and they appear more important in the transmission of information across the network as to the rules of the law. Cases involving the power of the federal government to regulate commerce also appear critical. The law governing rights of free speech and association is one in which the density of the seamless web is greatest, in which the reductionism occasioned by study of a single case is most likely to mislead as to the functioning of the legal organism. In this area, the level of interconnection among cases is extraordinarily high. Reinterpretations of a particular case are likely to reverberate significantly throughout a complex system, making the area particularly difficult for scholars who would like an understanding of those rights to reach some sort of equilibrium. Although the density of the Supreme Court network is in general quite low, clustering appears to be quite high. Related cases tend to find each other with a high regularity and only a small fraction of cases lack connection to the main body of Supreme Court jurisprudence.
· What We Can Learn about Mathematica
This article also delivers mixed findings about Mathematica. On the one hand, particularly as extended via J/Link, the language and program show great strength and flexibility. An inexperienced Java programmer was able to use J/Link to access the latest in network analysis technology and use the speed of Java to conduct complex analyses on a large database. On the other hand, some of the analysis proved difficult using either Mathematica directly or as a tool to manipulate JUNG libraries via J/Link. For some of the most complex computations, resort had to be made to Pajek, an external program with very limited extensibility; Mathematica was relegated to the lesser (though nontrivial) role of data preparation. As network analysis extends its domain outwards from physics and into biology, sociology, and now law, the case for Mathematica to internalize at least some of the capabilities presented becomes stronger. A revamped Combinatorica, where much of the analysis could be conducted without learning Java programming style or coping with the complexities or development of JUNG Java libraries, would certainly help. On the other hand, the time needed for JUNG or Pajek to complete some tasks, such as betweenness, suggests that some of the difficulty experienced in preparing this article may possibly result more from incurable shortcomings with existing algorithms than failures of computer implementation.
· Future Explorations
This article has just scratched the surface of a large research program. While we have learned a few things about Supreme Court jurisprudence and have elucidated some choices scholars may make in teaching and studying its decisions, we yet know little about (a) how the Supreme Court network compares to other precedent-based legal systems; (b) how its network features have evolved over time; (c) how information about the content of the cases can be used to refine an analysis of its network structure; (d) whether its connectivity structure can be approximated or generated by any simple program; and (e) how the Supreme Court network compares to other common law networks and various statutory networks, including the Uniform Commercial Code, the United States tax code, or other legal texts. Moreover, while we now have powerful tools at our disposal, there is still very much the issue of extracting meaning from the mass of statistics that are capable of being produced. This article leaps from thinking about judicial opinions merely as text to thinking about the set of judicial opinions as a true network. The full implications of this additional perspective are yet to be fully discerned.
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